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Abstract

A nanolipoprotein particle (NLP) is a lipid bilayer disc stabilized by two amphipathic “scaffold” 

apolipoproteins. It has been most notably utilized as a tool for solubilizing a variety of membrane 

proteins while preserving structural and functional properties. Transfer of functional proteins from 

NLPs into model membrane systems such as supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) would enable new 

opportunities for example: two-dimensional protein crystallization and studies on protein-protein 

interactions. This work used fluorescence microscopy (FM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

to investigate the interaction between NLPs and SLBs. When incubated with SLBs, NLPs were 

found to spontaneously deliver lipid and protein cargo. The impact of membrane composition on 

lipid exchange was explored, revealing a positive correlation between the magnitude of lipid 

transfer and concentration of defects in the target SLB. Incorporation of lipids capable of binding 

specifically to polyhistidine tags encoded into the apolipoproteins also boosted transfer of NLP 

cargo. Optimal conditions for lipid and protein delivery from NLPs to SLBs are proposed based on 

interaction mechanisms.
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Schematic of NLP assembly methods and delivery of lipids/proteins from NLPs to SLBs.

Keywords

nanolipoprotein particle; supported lipid bilayer; atomic force microscopy; apolipoprotein; 
membrane scaffold protein

INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, the biomimetic nanolipoprotein particle (NLP) a.k.a. nanodisc1 

or reconstituted high-density lipoprotein (HDL) particle, has been steadily developed as a 

promising drug delivery vehicle2–3 as well as a proficient tool for the expression and 

characterization of assorted membrane proteins.4–6 Biocompatible and amenable to 

modification for enhanced serum stability,7 NLPs emulate naturally occurring HDL 

particles, which transport lipidic cargo in the circulatory system.8–9 HDL particles are 

soluble lipoprotein complexes with cores comprised of triglycerides, cholesterol esters, and 

cholesterols, encapsulated by a phospholipid bilayer and secured by amphipathic 

apolipoproteins.10 Apolipoproteins mediate interactions with plasma membrane surface 

receptors and enable delivery of cholesterol via selective cellular uptake pathways.8, 11–12 

Additionally, they act as “scaffold” proteins that control particle size and structure.

In distinction from their biological HDL counterparts, ApoA1-based NLPs are discoidal 

lipid bilayers with an average thickness of 5 nm and diameters that range between 10 – 30 

nm depending on the specific apolipoprotein and its ratio compared to lipids.4, 13–15 Each 

ApoA1-based NLP has two apolipoproteins that insulate the hydrophobic core and dictate 

particle size. There are two popular methods for assembling NLPs in vitro. The first is 

reconstitution of apolipoprotein in the presence of lipids (vesicles) and detergent,1, 16–17 

where gradual dilution of the detergent induces self-assembly of NLPs. The second is cell-

free expression of apolipoprotein in the presence of lipids. Importantly, the NLP assembly 
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techniques result in production of identical nanoparticles.14 Since the apolipoprotein can be 

made to encode a polyhistidine tag, NLPs can be purified using straightforward affinity 

chromatography procedures. The principle advantage of cell-free expression is its capacity 

for simultaneous production of apolipoproteins and membrane proteins without the need for 

adding or removing detergents.4 When co-expressed with NLPs, membrane proteins have 

been found to insert into NLP bilayers to form a stably solubilized membrane protein-NLP 

complexes (MP-NLPs). Importantly, membrane proteins in MP-NLP complexes have been 

shown to retain their structure and functionality using the “One-Pot” cell-free approach.5, 18

MP-NLP complexes have potential for broad utility in pharmaceuticals applications and in 

fundamental research on protein-protein and protein-lipid interactions. While strategies for 

preparation and characterization of proteins using high spatial resolution analytical 

techniques such as electron microscopy and X-ray crystallography have steadily improved, 

the crucial task of examining protein structure and functionality in native lipid environments 

remains a persistent challenge.19 Even though membrane proteins make up over 60% of 

drug targets,20 less than 1% of solved protein crystal structures are membrane proteins.21 

This is compelling motivation for development of broadly applicable, lipid-based 

characterization platforms, especially amid growing evidence that lipids not only stabilize,22 

but regulate membrane protein activity.23–24 MP-NLPs offer one modality for examining 

properties of membrane proteins embedded in lipid bilayers. Several studies using NLPs to 

examine protein activity,25 oligomerization,26–27 and diffusion dynamics18, 28 have been 

reported.

Another platform that recapitulates physicochemical properties of native membranes is the 

supported lipid bilayer (SLB). Similar to NLPs, SLBs are powerful tools for studying 

membrane proteins because they allow for observation of protein-lipid interactions,24, 29 

protein-protein interactions,30 conformational changes, and hydrophobic mismatch with 

high fidelity.31 A SLB is a lipid bilayer that has been reconstituted on a solid, normally 

planar substrate such as silica or mica.32 SLBs are generally more robust than freestanding 

bilayers. Further, SLBs are compatible with two-dimensional characterization methods 

including wide-field fluorescence microscopy (FM), electron microscopy, atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), and neutron or X-ray scattering. In addition, SLB lipid composition can 

be precisely tailored to simulate nano- to microscopic phase separation and lipid raft 

domains.33 For studies on membrane proteins, SLBs can be modified with polymer 

cushions34–36 to prevent unwanted interactions between embedded proteins and the 

underlying substrate. SLBs can also be micropatterned37 to manipulate the spatial 

organization of associated molecules.

Mechanisms by which NLPs transfer lipids and proteins to and from other lipid constructs 

have been explored with bicelles27, 38 and with other NLPs,39 but scarcely with continuous 

bilayers. A recent study by Patriarchi et al.40 showed that NLPs could deliver functional β2-

adrenergic receptor, a G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR), into the plasma membrane of 

living cells. However, the underlying mechanism behind the protein transfer process remains 

obscure. In this work, we used wide-field FM and AFM to determine the impacts of 

composition and the presence of defects on lipid cargo transfer from NLPs to SLBs.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

General Materials and Methods

MilliQ deionized water (resistivity ≥18 MΩ·cm) from a Barnstead water purification system 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used in all protocols except cell-free expression, which 

utilized DNA-ase free water included in the Invitrogen Expressway Maxi kit. The lipids 1,2-

dimyristoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycerol-3-

Phosphatidylcholine (DPPC), 1,2-dipalmitoylsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DPPE), 

1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[(N-(5-

amino-1-carboxypentyl)iminodiacetic acid)succinyl] (nickel salt) (DOGS-NTA-Ni), and 1,2-

dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) 

(ammonium salt) (Rhodamine-DHPE) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. Texas 

Red™ 1,2-Dihexadecanoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphoethanolamine, Triethylammonium Salt 

(TR-DHPE) and Oregon Green™ 488 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine (OG-DHPE) labeled lipid reagents were purchased from Thermo 

Fisher Scientific. Lipids were dissolved in Chloroform, HPLC grade (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) to make solutions at a concentration of 1 mg/ml. Sodium chloride (≥ 99% purity), 

imidazole (≥ 99% purity), Trizma® hydrochloride and Trizma® base were used to prepare 

pH 7.4 Tris buffer. Sodium cholate hydrate (≥ 99% purity) was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich, Inc. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) dry pack, ultra-pure grade, was purchased 

from Apex Bioresearch, Inc. and dissolved in MilliQ deionized water to make PBS buffer 

(10 mM phosphate buffer, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl).

Glass coverslips (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were cleaned with Hellmanex basic detergent 

(Sigma-Aldrich), rinsed with MilliQ deionized water followed by 200 proof ethanol, and 

dried under a stream of nitrogen (specialty grade, 99.998% pure). Lastly, glass substrates 

were UV-ozone treated to promote hydroxyl group formation at the surface and used within 

30 min of treatment. Coverslips functionalized with poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) cushions were 

additionally subjected to sonication in acetone, then isopropyl alcohol to ensure full removal 

of organic contaminants from the surface prior to UV-ozone treatment and PAA deposition. 

Mica (Axim Mica) was freshly cleaved before use.

PAA Cushion Preparation

PAA cushions were prepared using spin-coating methods previously described by El-Khouri 

et al.34 Basically, deposition solutions were prepared by dissolving PAA (450k MW, 0.1% 

cross-linked, Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.) in methanol (≥ 99% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) at a 

concentration of 1 mg/mL. To enable covalent grafting of polymer chains to the silica 

substrate, coverslip surfaces were initially functionalized with aminopropyltriethoxysilane 

(APTES, Gelest, Inc.) by solution deposition in toluene (≥ 99% purity, Sigma-Aldrich). The 

PAA cushion was then formed by spin-coating and subsequent curing. Finally, PAA 

substrates were immersed in Tris buffer (pH 9) to convert anhydrides to carboxylates and 

relieve mechanical stresses in the polymer layer. As previously reported,34 cushion thickness 

can be modified by altering the concentration of the PAA in the spin-coating solution. The 

technique of UV-Ozone photolithography was used to pattern PAA cushions into arrays of 

100 – 200 μm squares. Areas exposed during photolithography were subsequently treated 
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with AquaSil siliconizing fluid (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to render them resistant to 

nonspecific protein adsorption. Additional details for PAA-cushion preparation is provided 

in the Supporting Information.

SLB Sample Preparation

SLBs were deposited on bare glass coverslips (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or freshly cleaved 

mica (Axim Mica) using vesicle fusion, Langmuir-Blodgett (LB)-LB deposition, or LB-

Langmuir-Schaeffer (LS) deposition. In LB-LB deposition, each leaflet was added by 

moving the substrate vertically through a compressed lipid monolayer at an air-water 

interface. In LB-LS deposition, the outer leaflet was transferred by lowering the substrate 

through the air-water interface oriented parallel to the monolayer.32, 41 Details on methods 

used to produce each SLB are summarized in Table S1 in Supporting Information.

Vesicle Sample Preparation

Vesicle solutions for comparative lipid exchange experiments were prepared by sonication. 

A mixture of DMPC containing 2 mol% Rhodamine-DHPE was dissolved in chloroform, 

dried under nitrogen, and placed under vacuum for at least 4 h. The mixture was hydrated 

with PBS buffer to a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL, vortexed for 15 sec, and then placed in an 

ultrasonic bath sonicator for 30 min. Vesicle solutions were always used within 1 hour after 

preparation. Size determination by dynamic light scattering (DLS, Malvern Zeta Sizer) 

revealed an average vesicle size of 55.5 ± 11 nm in diameter.

NLP Assembly from Lyophilized Apolipoprotein

The NLPs stabilized with membrane scaffold protein MSP1D1 (MSP1D1-NLPs) were 

assembled using methods adopted from the process described by Zeno et al.42 In brief, a 

stoichiometric excess of DMPC doped with 2 mol% Rhodamine-DHPE was dried in a glass 

vial with nitrogen and placed under mild vacuum for at least 6 hr. The lipid mixture was then 

hydrated in Tris buffer containing sodium cholate hydrate and added to another aliquot of 

Tris buffer containing MSP1D1. Each MSP1D1 had a chain length of 217 amino acids (25.3 

kDa) and a polyhistidine tag attached to its N-terminus. After incubation, the mixture was 

transferred to a 10 kDa MWCO Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis cassette (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

and dialyzed at 4 °C, in Tris buffer (pH 7.4) to promote cholate removal and NLP assembly. 

Subsequent purification (described below) ensured complete cholate removal from the final 

product. For the detailed protocol for synthesis of MSP1D1-NLPs, see Supporting 

Information.

NLP Assembly using Cell-Free Expression

The NLPs stabilized with apolipoprotein Δ49ApoA1 (Δ49ApoA1-NLPs) and with 

embedded receptor tyrosine kinase CLIP-ErbB2/HER2 (CLIP-ErbB2-NLPs) were prepared 

using cell-free expression methods described by He et al.5 The cell-free reaction was carried 

out using the Invitrogen Expressway™ Maxi Cell-Free E. coli Expression System (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). Plasmids encoding CLIP-ErbB2/HER2 and a truncated 6xHis-tagged 

version of human apolipoprotein A-I, missing the amino-terminal 49 amino acids 

(Δ49ApoA1) were codon optimized for E. coli expression.5 Δ49ApoA1-NLPs were 
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assembled with DMPC vesicles containing 0.5 mol% TR-DHPE. CLIP-ErbB2 NLPs were 

conjugated with fluorescent substrate CLIP-Cell TMR-Star (New England Biolabs), added 

to the cell-free reaction 1 hr prior to purification.

NLP Purification and Verification

All NLPs were isolated by nickel affinity purification. Initially, samples were incubated for 1 

hr with HisPur™ Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Fisher Scientific), rinsed with Tris buffer (pH 7.4) 

at 4°C. Next, 3–4 wash steps were then performed using Tris buffer containing 20 mM 

imidazole, followed by 3–4 elution steps with Tris buffer containing 400 mM imidazole. 

NLPs in the eluted fraction were concentrated using a Vivaspin 100 kDa MWCO centrifugal 

concentrator13 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). To remove imidazole from the solution, 

concentrated samples were transferred to 10 kDa MWCO Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis cassettes 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and dialyzed at 4 °C, in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) at over 500 times 

the sample volume (4 buffer exchanges over 36 hours). Recovered samples were stored in 

the dark at 4 °C until use.

Production of MSP1D1, Δ49ApoA1, and CLIP-ErbB2/HER2 protein particles was verified 

by SDS-PAGE. Protein concentration in each sample was adjusted to 0.1 mg/mL and 

verified by measuring peak absorbance at 280 nm using a UV-vis spectrophotometer 

(Shimadzu Scientific Instruments). The average discoidal diameter of MSP1D1-NLPs, 

determined by DLS (Malvern Zeta Sizer), was 20.7 ± 1.6 nm and comparable to sizes 

reported for Δ49ApoA1-NLPs4 and CLIP-ErbB2-NLPs.5 Additional details on NLP 

verification are included in the Supporting Information.

NLP Incubation with SLBs

At the start of each incubation step, 50 μL of 0.1 mg/mL NLP solution was pipetted into a 3 

mL volume of PBS buffer containing the SLB (final NLP concentration ~1.6 μg/mL). At the 

end of each incubation period, residual NLPs or vesicles were removed by exchanging the 

incubation solution covering the SLB with fresh buffer. Total incubation time was varied to 

suit the unique conditions of each experiment. For example, in FM measurements, 

MSP1D1-NLPs and Δ49ApoA1-NLPs were incubated with glass-supported bilayers for 15 

min and PAA-cushioned SLBs for 30 min, respectively. However, CLIP-ErbB2-NLPs were 

incubated for 12 hr with PAA-cushioned SLBs because earlier trials (unpublished data) 

indicated that at least several hours were required to accumulate enough protein in the SLB 

to produce an appreciable fluorescent signal. For lengthier AFM experiments, Δ49ApoA1-

NLPs were also incubated for 12 hr with SLBs. The extended duration was necessary to 

assure the samples had reached static equilibrium before the start of topography scans.

Fluorescence Microscopy

The FM images were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope connected to an 

Andor Zyla sCMOS camera (DG-152V-C1E-FI) at 40X magnification. A mercury short-arc 

lamp (Osram, HBO 100W/2) was used to illuminate samples. A TRITC filter cube (dichroic 

cut-on wavelength 562 nm), TR filter cube (dichroic cut-on wavelength 593 nm), and FITC 

filter cube (dichroic cut-on wavelength 506 nm) were used to isolate fluorescence emission 

from Rhodamine-DHPE/CLIP-Cell TMR-Star, TR-DHPE, and OG-DHPE, respectively. For 
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mean fluorescence intensity measurements, at least 10 images were recorded across the 

surface of each sample and analyzed using a MATLAB program (see Supporting 

Information for details).

Atomic Force Microscopy

AFM images were acquired in PBS buffer using a MFP3D-SA system (Asylum Research, 

Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with a medium soft silicon cantilever (model AC240TS-R3, 

Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) with a spring constant of 2 N/m. Images were 

recorded in tapping mode AFM with a set point of 250–300 mV and a scan rate of 1.5 Hz. 

AFM images were analyzed using Gwyddion ver. 2.49.

RESULTS

Impact of SLB Composition on Lipid Exchange

Figure 1 shows the mean fluorescence intensity of various composition SLBs after 

incubation with fluorescently labeled MSP1D1-NLPs and fluorescently labeled control 

vesicles, normalized by the fluorescence intensity of unlabeled SLBs on glass. Combined 

with qualitative observations (Figure 2), these results provide insight into the influence of 

target membrane composition and properties for optimizing NLP-SLB interactions and 

material transfer from NLPs to the SLB. Lipid transfer was markedly enhanced by defects in 

the supported membrane and prevented in well-packed, gel-phase membranes. The SLB 

with the most pronounced lipid exchange with NLPs had an outer leaflet composition of 

DMPC + 5 mol% DOGS-NTA and an inner leaflet composition of DMPC. DMPC 

membranes are near the phase-transition state at room temperature (Tm = 24 °C). Lipid 

transfer was further enhanced by doping the SLB mixture with DOGS-NTA. DOGS-NTA, a 

nickel-chelating lipid, is capable of specific binding to the polyhistidine-tag of the 

apolipoprotein, thus acting as an anchor point. When SLBs comprised of DMPC + 5 mol% 

DOGS-NTA were supported by gel phase inner leaflets comprised of DPPE (Tm = 63 °C), 

the concentration of defects was reduced32, 43 and a corresponding reduction in lipid 

exchange was observed.

In fluid phase membranes comprised of DOPC + 5 mol% DOGS-NTA (Tm = −17 °C), 

where defects were relatively abundant, lipid exchange was significant and comparable to 

the amount observed in DMPC + 5 mol% DOGS-NTA. Phase separation in these otherwise 

homogeneous samples signaled that both DMPC and fluorescent lipid Rhodamine B-DHPE 

were delivered. In phase separated SLBs comprised of an inner DPPC (Tm = 41 °C) leaflet 

and an outer DPPE:DOPC (3:7 molar ratio) leaflet, the prevalent fluid phase meant that lipid 

exchange was only slightly suppressed despite having a gel phase inner leaflet and a fraction 

of the surface occupied by gel phase domains. Interestingly, incorporation of DOGS-NTA 

into DPPE:DOPC membranes did not boost lipid exchange the same way it did for DMPC 

membranes. Instead, incorporation of DOGS-NTA into the phase separated systems reduced 

the standard deviation across samples, perhaps by driving broader incorporation of 

fluorescent lipids across the SLB surface as opposed to localized exchange with defects. 

Homogeneous gel-phase SLBs showed no evidence of lipid exchange upon extended 

incubation with NLPs.
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There was more lipid exchange from NLPs compared to vesicle controls (Figure 2 insets). 

When defects were suppressed in DMPC + 5 mol% DOGS-NTA SLBs with inner leaflets 

comprised of DPPE, similar levels of materials transfer to the SLB were obtained. 

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), an indicator of the lateral mobility of 

fluorescently labeled lipids in the SLB, was consistently observed in samples incubated with 

NLPs (see Supporting Information Figure S3). Furthermore, the intensity measurements of 

SLBs incubated with vesicles were often artificially enhanced by the presence of adsorbed 

vesicles on the surface (see Supporting Information Figure S4). Taken together, these results 

demonstrate that NLPs offer an improvement over vesicle incubation and are a viable 

delivery vehicle for transferring small biomolecules such as lipids to a variety of SLB 

compositions. Exchange is optimized in the presence of defects or, when defects are 

suppressed, the presence of specific, NLP binding lipids at the SLB surface.

AFM of SLBs Incubated with NLPs

Topographic images acquired by AFM suggest a highly complex mechanism of interaction 

between NLPs and SLBs. Figure 3 shows AFM images of SLBs with outer and inner leaflets 

comprised of DMPC + 5 mol% DOGS-NTA and DPPE, respectively, incubated with and 

without NLPs. Phase separation and defects in the form of transmembrane holes (depth ~ 5 

nm) are evident in the control sample. This microstructure is typical for DMPC membranes 

which reside in near-transition states at room temperature. In the sample incubated with 

NLPs, there is no discernable phase separation and holes are absent in the membrane. There 

are also ring-like features with an average height of ~1 nm distributed across the surface. In 

previous attempts to image the interaction between NLPs and the SLB in situ, nonspecific 

adsorption of NLPs to the AFM probe disrupted image acquisition. Consequentially, it was 

difficult to determine the exact mechanism behind this complex surface rearrangement. 

However, the size distribution of the rings (122.1 ± 85 nm) was comparable to that of defects 

in the control sample (143.2 ± 74 nm), suggesting that defects act as docking sites for the 

NLPs and play a key a role in mediating the formation of the final nanostructure.

Figure 4 shows AFM images of SLBs with outer and inner leaflets comprised of 

DPPC:DOPC + 5 mol% DOGS-NTA:Chol (9:9:2 molar ratio) and DPPE, respectively, 

incubated with and without NLPs. Phase separation and transmembrane holes were again 

observed in the control sample. Like the DMPC membrane results, incubating NLPs with 

DPPC:DOPC:Chol membranes appeared to result in suppressed phase separation. Line 

profile scans exposed defects with a similar size distribution (501.2 ± 334 nm) to that of 

defects observed in the control sample (456.7 ± 234 nm). However, defects in SLBs 

incubated with NLPs had a shallower depth of ~1.5 nm compared to ~5 nm in the control 

samples. Assuming that lipid transfer from the NLPs resulted in filling of defects in both of 

the compositions examined using AFM, increased lateral pressure from lipid crowding 

would induce mixing in the system and suppress phase separation as observed.39

Lipid Transfer between NLPs and PAA-Cushioned SLBs

Figure 5A shows FM images of a patterned PAA-cushioned membrane labeled with OG-

DHPE. As seen in Figure 5B, addition of Δ49ApoA1-NLPs containing TR-DHPE resulted 

in lipid transfer, made apparent by co-localization of TR-DHPE and OG-DHPE emission on 
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membrane patches. When the experiment was repeated with CLIP-ErbB2-NLPs (labeled 

with CLIP-Cell TMR-Star), the SLB was not labeled to reduce background noise. After a 12 

hr incubation period, CLIP-ErbB2/HER2 transfer was confirmed when emission from the 

conjugated fluorescent substrate, CLIP-Cell TMR-Cell was detected in the SLB. Details on 

negative control trials are described in Supporting Information. FRAP experiments revealed 

that CLIP-ErbB2/HER2 exhibited lateral mobility, but only in areas where the membrane 

appeared to be suspended between PAA patches (Figure 6). Restricted mobility in directly 

supported membranes was likely due to the pH-sensitive properties of PAA cushions. When 

stored in acidic conditions (pH < 6) or in solutions with low ionic strength, the polymer 

assumes a collapsed structure where lateral diffusivity in the supported bilayer can be 

reduced by several orders of magnitude compared to a fluid bilayer supported on an oxide 

substrate.34 While not done in this experiment, it is possible to induce mobility in PAA-

cushioned SLBs by adjusting the pH to 7.4 or higher. Under neutral to alkaline conditions, 

coupling between the cushion and the lipid bilayer becomes weakened as ionization of PAA 

chains causes the former to swell with water.34 Note that effective pH equilibration requires 

that ions be able to diffuse into the water layer between the membrane and underlying 

substrate. However, a tightly packed, continuous bilayer may effectively “seal” the PAA 

cushion from the bulk solution. This issue could be circumvented by introducing defects or 

channels into the membrane. Straightforward methods for doing so include, patterning, 

thermal cycling, and incorporation of transmembrane channel proteins such as gramicidin. 

In general, pH-sensitive membranes such as PAA-cushioned SLBs offer a convenient mode 

of controlling the diffusivity of proteins in model systems through minor adjustments to 

solution pH.

Mechanisms of Transfer

Enhanced transfer in samples with more defects and containing DOGS-NTA suggests that 

materials delivery from NLPs can be regulated by the target lipid environment and by the 

presence of apolipoprotein-binding molecules. These results are in accord with previous 

studies on lipid exchange between NLPs and other biomimetic lipid systems.38–39 Still, the 

vast parameter space around this complex interaction makes it difficult to define an exact 

mechanism. Given the scarcity of information pertaining to NLP-SLB systems, tangential 

research from HDL particles may provide clues on the range of behaviors that might be 

further explored. In biological systems, HDL particles are thought to deliver lipids directly 

to cell membranes upon binding with the scavenger receptor, class B type 1 (SR-B1).44–45 

Importantly, lipid uptake is selective and does not compromise the structural fidelity of the 

HDL particle when mediated by SR-B1.11 Yet in another independent study on model 

membranes, HDL particles appear to integrate upon contact even in the absence of surface 

receptors.8 Further, associated apolipoproteins do not appear to discriminate between 

different types of lipid domains.46 Unsurprisingly, NLPs exhibit similar capacity for cargo 

delivery through either specific or non-specific interactions with SLBs. In the case of the 

latter, defects appear to serve as the principle sites for materials exchange based on the 

results of this study. Continuing efforts to determine mechanisms of NLP-SLB interactions 

would benefit from examining the kinetics of lipid transfer and the residence time of 

apolipoprotein at the SLB surface, with and without specific binding receptor analogs.
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CONCLUSIONS

This work explored the viability of using NLPs to deliver lipids and proteins to SLBs. FM 

experiments revealed that the efficacy of lipid exchange depended on the composition of the 

target bilayer. Transfer was improved by incorporating polyhistidine tag-binding lipids into 

the SLB which selectively bound NLP apolipoproteins encoded with polyhistidine tags. The 

most dominant influence on the magnitude of lipid exchange appeared to be the 

concentration of defects in the SLB. AFM experiments showed that incubation with NLPs 

resulted in the formation of topographical features with similar size distribution as that of 

defects observed in control samples. Although the structural rearrangement was too complex 

to outline a clear mechanism, it verified interactions between NLPs and the SLB, which 

resulted in changes to the structure of the SLB as well as direct transfer of cargo from the 

NLP to the SLB. Lastly, preliminary FM experiments with NLPs containing embedded 

receptor tyrosine kinase CLIP-ErbB2/HER2 demonstrated that protein cargoes could be 

delivered from NLPs to PAA-cushioned SLBs.

There are notable advantages in using model membrane systems - NLPs enable access to a 

growing selection of membrane proteins, while SLBs create opportunities to study them in 

modular, two-dimensional environments. Indeed, the integration of cell-free expression into 

NLPs is a growing area of focus and eliminates challenging purification steps of traditional 

cell-based protein expression. The SLB platform is also very flexible. The composition of 

the SLB can also be readily adjusted to enhance or decrease loading to suit specific 

applications, as well as investigate the impact of membrane composition on protein function 

in a controlled fashion. Nevertheless, there are limitations to this approach. Namely, aging 

effects necessitate that experiments be conducted within a short period of time. NLPs should 

be utilized within 1 week of synthesis, as DLS experiments revealed that they are prone to 

aggregation over time (unpublished data). Likewise, SLBs are susceptible to long term lipid 

solubilization and should be utilized within 24 hr or kept in lipid-saturated solution 

conditions to prevent equilibration induced desorption. Solution conditions must also be 

considered carefully. While we did not closely examine NLP stability under varied ionic 

strength conditions, we found that NLPs tended to aggregate in deionized water and 

therefore recommend that they be stored in solutions with sufficiently high ionic strength (> 

100 mM). In general, NLP aggregates can be dispersed by quick sonication, vortexing, or 

rapid pipetting.

In conclusion, this work shows that NLP-mediated transfer can be used to introduce lipids 

and membrane proteins into SLBs under well-defined conditions. Next steps should focus on 

transfer of different membrane proteins to SLBs, with special attention paid to target 

membrane composition to maximize loading. Equally important will be verification of the 

structural fidelity and functionality of ErbB2/HER2 after delivery, likely through observation 

of domain recognition and binding by fluorescently labeled antibodies.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Degree of lipid transfer as a function of composition, as indicated by the mean fluorescence 

intensity of SLBs after incubation with MSP1D1-NLPs and vesicles containing 2 mol% 

Rhodamine-DHPE at room temperature, normalized by the fluorescence intensity of 

unlabeled SLBs on glass. Transfer was enhanced by the presence of bilayer defects, which 

are abundant in fluid phase (DOPC) membranes and in membranes not coupled to a gel 

phase (DPPC or DPPE) inner leaflet. For near phase-transition (DMPC) membranes, transfer 

was further enhanced by addition of DOGS-NTA, a nickel-chelating lipid capable of specific 

binding to NLPs via the polyhistidine-tag incorporated in each apolipoprotein sequence.
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Figure 2. 
FM images of different composition (label: outer leaflet, inner leaflet) SLBs after incubation 

with MSP1D1-NLPs and vesicles (insets) containing fluorescent lipid Rhodamine B-DHPE 

(scale bar = 100 μm for image and inset) at room temperature. (A) Introduction of DMPC 

from NLPs into fluid phase DOPC SLBs resulted in phase separation and partitioning of the 

fluorophore into liquid-disordered (Lo) domains. (B, C) In phase-separated DPPE:DOPC 

SLBs, gel-phase domains appeared dark in contrast with the surrounding fluid-phase matrix. 

(D) Lipid transfer was suppressed in DMPC SLBs coupled to a gel-phase inner leaflet 

despite having polyhistidine-binding DOGS-NTA. Exchange in DMPC membranes was 

enhanced by (E) changing the inner leaflet to DMPC, (F) and then incorporating DOGS-

NTA. Intensity was scaled identically for all images shown here.
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Figure 3. 
(Right) AFM topographic images (scale bar = 3 μm) and (Left) line profile scans of DMPC 

+ 5 mol% DOGS-NTA (inner leaflet DPPE) SLBs recorded at room temperature in PBS 

buffer, after 12 hr incubation and subsequent rinsing. (Top) SLBs incubated without NLPs 

exhibited defects in the form of holes with an average depth of ~ 5 nm due to solubilization 

of lipid over time. Since SLBs were imaged under ambient conditions near the phase 

transition temperature of DMPC (Tm = 24 °C), phase separation was observed. (Bottom) 

SLBs incubated with NLPs presented raised ring-like features. Line profile scans revealed 

that holes were not present, suggesting that defects had become filled as a result of materials 

transfer from NLPs.
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Figure 4. 
(Right) AFM topographic images (scale bar = 3 μm) and (Left) line profile scans of 

DPPC:DOPC + 5 mol% DOGS-NTA:Chol (9:9:2) (inner leaflet DPPC) SLBs recorded at 

room temperature in PBS buffer, after 12 hr incubation and subsequent rinsing. (Top) SLBs 

incubated without NLPs exhibited phase separation and defects in the form of holes with an 

average depth of ~5 nm. (Bottom) Phase separation was suppressed in SLBs incubated with 

NLPs. Further, defects appeared partially filled with an average depth of ~1.5 nm.
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Figure 5. 
FM of an OG-DHPE-labeled micropatterned PAA-cushioned (DMPC + 5 mol% DOGS-

NTA) SLB after incubation with NLPs containing TR-DHPE (scale bar = 200 μm). Lipid 

transfer was evidenced by the co-localization of fluorescent emission from (A) OG-DHPE 

and (B) TR-DHPE.
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Figure 6. 
FRAP of a micropatterned PAA-cushioned (DMPC + 5 mol% DOGS-NTA) SLB after 

incubation with CLIP-ErbB2-NLPs (scale bar = 200 μm). Because the bilayer was deposited 

after patterning and passivation of exposed surfaces, parts of the membrane “bridged” across 

PAA patches (squares) to form a continuous bilayer across the surface. (A) Photobleaching a 

small region of the SLB (darkened circular area, diameter ~150 μm) verified that CLIP-

ErbB2/HER2 incorporated into both directly supported and suspended areas of the bilayer. 

(B) Partial recovery during FRAP, evidenced by brightening and the blurring of edges in the 

photobleached region, was observed in suspended regions over time.
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